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OVERVIEW

Our dream has always been to build a blockchain
community from the ground up, built on the principles
of meme magik and good vibes. This extends all the
way from our core team, to our builders and to our
community of frens.

We felt put off by the fact that while blockchains are
based on internet culture and memes, they fail to
deliver a truly fun environment. With competitive
attitudes and a cold, corporate state of mind, frens
always end up as second thoughts. 
We plan to change that.

A stable, reliable, and fast blockchain;
Laid-back, cozy atmosphere;
Dedicated support for developers;
and most importantly: FUN!

We look to enhance the meme-centric culture of Web
3.0 by providing the best place to grow. Our principles
fully support our goals as we plan to have:
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PROJECT
WHAT IS FRENCHAIN?

Frenchain is the first blockchain community built from the
ground up to support a comfy vibe and chill atmosphere
for all frens.

Whether you’re an NFT bro, a memecoin degen, or a
friendly whale looking to make a splash, Frenchain has a
place for you and your digital assets to call home.

Frenchain is all about:
fast and cheap transactions

cozy environment
meme magic
good vibes

frens
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THE MEME ECONOMY

Memes are the social currency of internet life, and Web
3.0 has finally given us the necessary tools to exchange
clout for coins. Once upon a time, a shitposter could only
benefit socially from their memes. Now, we turn likes and
shares into dollars and cents, or in most cases ($BTC and
$ETH.)

When you look at the astronomical marketcaps of $DOGE,
$SHIB, and the myriad other moon-pumps, it becomes
clear that people place real value into internet culture and
reward the creators who make them laugh.
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PROJECT
THE TECHNOLOGY

Frenchain harnesses the power of the Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) system, backed by Proof of Authority and
secured by Clique.

These technologies enable us to ensure a reliable, fast,
and safe meme posting experience.

Frenchain looks to enhance the meme-centric culture of
Web 3.0 by providing the best place to create, share,
grow, and enjoy your memes.

Frenchain is uniquely positioned to accomplish this goal by
the very nature of “fren,” a meme that embodies the
light-hearted and laid back attitude of shitposters
everywhere.

Through an ultimate fren alliance, we will build the ultimate
meme empire.
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TEAM

Our Fren Team consists of people with vast experience in
the crypto space. We are eager to bring our knowledge
and experience to this brand new ecosystem and build
together the next big thing in Web3. 

The FrenChain team is always looking for more Frens to
join as the ecosystem grows. Keep an eye out for
announcements! 

Our core team members are: 

DecentralPunk ZeBogdanoff MemeMagicKEK
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Our team and frens work hard to bring new features to
the ecosystem. Constant effort is done to launch new
functionality and build the ecosystem. Here is an overview
of what we have in store for you.

Q4
DEX
NFT Marketplace
Mainnet
Hackathon

Q2
TBD

Q1
TBD

Q3
TBD

2022

2023

2023

2023
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FINANCIALS
TOKENOMICS

Frens know how important effective financial
management is, especially for new ecosystems. They
value efficient use of resources and strong financial
principles. Our team prides itself with:

A strong business plan - We
have a clear view on how we
plan to finance the chain
development and ecosystem
growth.

Cost monitoring - We monitor
our treasury closely, tracking
expenses and runway left.

Tackling problems when they
arise - Fix problems before
they become unfixable.

Total supply - 1.000.000.000
Tax - 0% buy, 10% sell
Limits - 3% max wallet

Fundamentals



FINANCIALS

$FREN allocation percentage

10%

10%

15%

20%

45%

Wallet $FREN amount Emission

Seed
round 100,000,000 20% unlocked TGE, remainder unlocked

on a linear drip 30 day schedule

Team 100,000,000 1% unlocked each month

Liquidity 150,000,000 Locked for 12 months

Presale 200,000,000 Fully unlocked at launch

Treasury 450,000,000 10% unlocked TGE, remainder unlocked
on a linear drip 90 day schedule
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TOKENOMICS

Frens tell frens the truth. Here you will find all information
regarding coin emission and allocation. For a more detailed
breakdown of how funds allocated to Treasury and Team
are spent, please check Revenue section.

For an exact amount of amount of $FREN allocated to
various areas, consult the table below.

Seed round

Team

Liquidity

Presale

Treasury



FINANCIALS

Treasury expenses

Grant program

Marketing initiative

Liquidity boosts

Incentives & rewards

Team expenses

Wages

Development costs

Infrastructure costs
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REVENUE

0% on buys
10% on sells

70% goes towards Treasury
30% goes toward Team Expenses

The initial tax is set as follows:

The funds generated from this tax are being 100%
invested back into the FrenChain Ecosystem: 

Frenchain Mainnet will be
tax-free .

After Mainnet comes online
taxes listed here will be
revised and reduced .



GRANTS
OVERVIEW

All blockchains need projects, volume and a booming
community. New protocols often suffer from a lack of
builders and innovators entering their ecosystem. Here at
FrenChain, we propose a solution that seeks to bootstrap
on chain activity and token utility: grants. 

Our Fren program was devised to support developers
bring their project in the Fren ecosystem and have fun
while doing it. We are excited to support our Frens with
documentation, marketing and community events.

If you want to become a Fren and are looking for a grant,
be sure to read on!

Open Proposals program;

A Wishlist of projects we
would love see built;

A regular Hackathon.

Any developer Fren can apply for
a portion of our treasury to
bring amazing projects to our
chain. 

We are taking a multi-pronged
approach here to help grow the
ecosystem:
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GRANTS

Wishlist

DEX Liquidity
Locker Launchpad NFT

Marketplace NFT Swap

GambleFi DeFi 2.0 Lending Stablecoins LSSS

Price
feeds

Cross
Chain
Swap

Synthetic  
assets #RealYield GameFi

WISHLIST

The FrenChain team welcomes all new project to our
booming ecosystem. However, for a more comprehensive
FrenFi chain we have put together a specific "roadmap of
desires" for projects that we would love to have built on
the network. 

We will both approach existing teams of products and
screen any proposals for these applications.

Here is what we are looking for:
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Fren, maybe you have a brill iant idea.
Fear not, reach out to us.

Give us more details and we might
be able to help!



GRANTS

Send us an email at grants@frenchain.app with the
subject "Grant Proposal". Make sure to fill in all the
available information, as directed below.

Project name:

Fren name & contact info:

Willing to provide additional KYC information to the
FrenChain team to receive this grant? 

Project links:
 
Additional team member info: 

Please link to any previous projects the team has worked on: 

Usage metrics (TVL, txns, etc if applicable): 

Similar projects (please link): 

Will this project be open source? 

Mission Statement:
1. What is the problem statement this proposal hopes to solve
for the FrenChain ecosystem? 
2. How does your proposal offer a value proposition solving
the above problem? 
3. Why will this solution be a source of growth for the
FrenChain ecosystem? 

Number of vested FREN tokens and/or ETH/USDC requested: 

Are you willing to give the FrenChain treasury a portion of
the dev revenue for bootstrapping your funding?

APPLICATION
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HACKATHON

#BuildonFren

2022

We have been working hard behind the scenes,
coordinating with various teams working on exciting new
protocols, and now we want to open up collaborations to
the public. 

Our mainnet is scheduled to go live once we have on-
boarded a storng community and developer base. Right
now AlphaNet - our Testnet - is live, waiting for you to
deploy on.
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 Compete for prizes of up
to $5,000 and 50M vested
tokens.
 Connect and build with an
international community of
Frens.
 Support from the core
team with marketing,
branding, audits, and
development partnerships

Building on FrenChain comes
with many advantages:
1.

2.

3.

Teams wishing to qualify for our Hackathon incetives can
start bulding right now, while we work hard on getting
everything ready for a killer launch day. 

Once Mainnet goes live, we expect teams to port their
apps and projects over from AlphaNet and we will begin
distributing prizes according to public utility and TVL
metrics by the end of Q4 2022. 

Please note that all deployer addresses are required to
hold 100,000 $FREN for them to be eligible to win prizes.
What are you waiting for ? Start building today!

Hackathon channelSignup form

https://t.me/FrenChainHackathon
https://forms.gle/QeAJV9JQoa7u82Jo6


FRENNET

RPC connection information

Network field Chain details

Name FrenChain Testnet

Symbol FREN

RPC  

ChainID  

Explorer  

Faucet

Contracts

wFren  

MAINNET
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https://faucet.frenchain.app/


ALPHANET

RPC connection information

Network field Chain details

Name FrenChain Testnet

Symbol tFren

RPC https://rpc-01tn.frenchain.app/

ChainID 444

Explorer https://testnet.frenscan.io/

Faucet

Contracts

wtFren 0xd0d049E19D35c7c32Dc37933950D6615AE43Fb61

TESTNET
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https://rpc-01tn.frenchain.app/
https://testnet.frenscan.io/
https://faucet.frenchain.app/


CONTACT

fren_chain

CoinMarketCap

CoinGecko

general@frenchain.app

www.frenswap.fun

www.frenchain.app

FrenChain

@fren_chain

LINKS

Make sure to always use the links from trusted
sources.
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Welcome, Fren!

https://t.me/fren_chain
https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/frenchain/
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/frenchain
mailto:general@frenchain.app
http://www.frenswap.fun/
https://frenchain.app/
https://discord.gg/C8sUQY5qFv
https://twitter.com/fren_chain

